HOW CAN
EVEST FUNDS

OFFER A
15% RETURN?

HOW DOES THE
INVESTOR FIRST PROGRAM WORK?
Through the Investor First program, capital is invested into
development projects. When a project is sold, the Investor First
partners will be the ﬁrst to receive a) original capital invested, and
b) all profits until an 15% return is generated. It’s investing made
easy. A preferred payout is a structure where investors receive
their total return before anyone else participates in profits and
ensures the developer is aligned with the needs of investors.

WHAT OTHER ADVANTAGES DOES THE
INVESTOR FIRST PROGRAM OFFER?
Besides a simple, preferred investment structure,
the Investor First program also provides:

First access to new
investment
opportunities
(priority reservation)

First access to wholesale
prices on real estate
properties (5% discount)

First access to
enhanced return
investment options

It’s an innovative approach to real estate investing.

AN 15% RETURN SEEMS HIGH.
HOW CAN EVEST FUNDS OFFER THAT?
• Evest Funds only works with development projects that will
show a minimum 25% return on equity.
• Our team of industry experts carefully research each development.
• Evest Funds only chooses sites that are exceptionally well-located.

IS IT A LOAN?
BANKS BARELY PAY 2.5%.
No, Evest Funds isn’t paying interest. The investment is in a Limited
Partnership which offers preferential return on investment through
our innovative Investor First program.

HOW DO I KNOW
PROJECTS WILL BE COMPLETED?
As investors receive their initial investment and return first, the
developer is highly motivated to manage the project timeline,
deliver on budget, create value and sell at a profit. Without
achieving these goals, the developer will not realize a profit.

IF IT IS SO EASY, WHY DOESN’T
EVERY INVESTMENT COMPANY
USE THIS STRUCTURE?
The Investor First program makes investing simple but is based
on an advanced financial modeling strategy created by industry
experts with the expertise, technology and experience to identify
extraordinary real estate opportunities with compelling value.
Using the Evest Funds formula requires that a developer has
complete confidence in their project and the absolute drive to
finish it successfully. Simply said, a developer must have sufficient
confidence in their profitability to provide investors 100% of their
returns first.

Other
Developer
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Returns
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WHY DON’T ALL DEVELOPERS
OFFER 15% TO INVESTORS?
Each developer is different, but the real difference is the question
of who comes first: the investor or the developer? At Evest, we
believe the investor should come first, with repayment of capital
and a preferred return. The Investor First program is distinct
because it does just that - it puts the investor first, with simple
targeted returns based on the actual time the investor’s capital is
invested. See the financials for yourself, we invite you to review the
confidential profit projections for our latest project.

*This image is from the Evest Funds Project - Promontory at Upper Mission

WHAT IS A TARGETED
ANNUAL PREFERRED RETURN?

The return is contracted
(TARGETED)

to provide
(RETURN)

15% per year
(ANNUAL)

and we pay the investors first
(PREFFERED)
before the developer
receives any share of profits

WHO IS EVEST FUNDS?
Based in Vancouver, BC, EVEST FUNDS INC. provides real estate
professionals, investors, and buyers an opportunity to partner with an
experienced development team in real estate projects around
North America.

Learn more about the investment opportunities available to
you when you partner with Evest Funds

Langford-Gateway.com
A land assembly opportunity
located in Langford, BC

PromontoryAtUpperMission.com
Development and sale of
78+ townhomes in an exclusive
Okanagan neighbourhood
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www.evestfunds.com

